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observe the time course of neural 
processing behaviorally

[Favilla et al. 1989]
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“space ship” task probing spatial 
working memory

Metric�Working�Memory�Tasks
10 sec delay2000 ms Ready, Set, Go!
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[Schutte, Spencer, JEP:HPP 2009]
1977; Compte et al., 2000, for neural network models that use
similar dynamics).

Considered together, the layers in Figure 3 capture the real-time
processes that underlie performance on a single spatial recall trial.
At the start of the trial, the only activation in the perceptual field
is at the location associated with the perceived reference axis (see
highlighted reference input in Figure 3a). This is a weak input and
is not strong enough to generate a self-sustaining peak in the
SWM field, though it does create an activation peak in the
perceptual field (PFobj). Note that this input to the model is
assumed to be generated by relatively low-level neural pro-
cesses that extract symmetry using the visible edges of the task
space (for evidence that symmetry axes are perceived as weak
lines, see Li & Westheimer, 1997). We have not included the
visible edges in simulations of the model because they are quite
far from the target locations probed in our experiments. Given
that neural interactions in the DFT depend on metric separation,
these additional inputs far from the targets would have negli-
gible consequences.

The next event in the simulation in Figure 3a is the target
presentation. This event creates a strong peak in PFobj (see target
input in Figure 3a) which drives up activation at associated sites in
the SWM field (SWMobj). When the target turns off, the target
activation in PFobj dies out, but the target-related peak of activation
remains active in SWMobj. In addition, activation from the refer-
ence axis continues to influence PFobj because the reference axis is
supported by readily available perceptual cues (see peak in PFobj

during the delay).
Central to the DFT account of geometric biases is how the

reference-related perceptual input affects neurons in the working
memory field during the delay. Figure 3c shows a time slice of the
SWMobj field at the end of the delay. As can be seen in the figure,
the working memory peak has slightly lower activation on the left
side. This lower activation is due to the strong inhibition around
midline created by the reference-related peak in PFobj (see high-

lighted reference input in Figures 3a & 3c). The greater inhibition
on the left side of the peak in SWM effectively “pushes” the peak
away from midline during the delay, that is, the maximal activity
in SWM at the end of the trial is shifted to the right of the actual
target location (for additional behavioral signatures of these inhib-
itory interactions, see Simmering et al., 2006). Note that working
memory peaks are not always dominated by inhibition as in Figure
3c. For instance, if the working memory peak were positioned very
close to or aligned with midline (location 0), it would be either
attracted toward or stabilized by the excitatory reference input.
This hints at how the DFT accounts for developmental changes in
geometric biases.

A simulation of the model with “child” parameters is shown in
Figure 3b. This simulation is the same as the adult simulation in
Figure 3a, except the interaction among neurons within each field
and the projections between the fields have been scaled according
to the spatial precision hypothesis: the neural interactions within
the SWMobj and PFobj fields are weaker (relative to the adult
parameters), the widths of the projections between the fields are
broader, and the excitatory and inhibitory projections are
weaker (for a more detailed discussion see below). As can be
seen in Figure 3b, these changes in interaction result in a
broader peak in the SWMobj field. Additionally, the reference
input is broader and weaker to reflect young children’s diffi-
culty with reference frame calibration, that is, their ability to
stably align and realign egocentric and allocentric reference
frames (see Spencer et al., 2007). The result of these changes is
that neural interactions in PFobj are not strong enough to build
a reference-related peak during the delay. Consequently,
SWMobj is only influenced by the broad excitatory input from
detection of midline in the task space and the SWMobj peak
drifts toward the reference axis instead of away from the axis.

The simulations in Figure 3 demonstrate that the spatial preci-
sion hypothesis and the DFT can capture the general pattern of
geometric biases in early development and later development, but

Figure 4. Apparatus used for spaceship task. Inset shows sample target locations relative to the starting point.
Targets are projected onto the table from beneath and responses are recorded using an Optotrak movement
analysis system. Note that the lights in the room are turned on for the photograph. During the experiment the
lights were dimmed, and the table appeared black.

1702 SCHUTTE AND SPENCER
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a source of excitatory input, S n 0, then the resulting stable 

state of the activation dynamics 

!d,(><t)?dt = p,(><t) + h + S(>) 

is ,(>) = h + S(>), the level at which positive and negative 

rates of change balance so that d,?dt = 0. Note that ! is a 

parameter that fixes the time scale of the activation field.  

When the rate of change of activation at a field site, >, 

depends not only on the activation level, ,(><t)< and current 

inputs, S(>), but also on the activation levels, ,(>A< t), at 

other field sites, >A, then the activation dynamics are 

interactive. Locally excitatory interaction is described by a 

kernel, 5(>->A), such that 

!d,(><t)?dt = p,(><t) + h + S(><t) + ! d>A5(>p

>A)!(,(>A<t)) 

Only sufficiently activated sites, >A, contribute to interaction. 

This is expressed by passing activation level through a 

sigmoidal function: 

!(,) = 1/(1 + exp(p",)) 

Such threshold functions are necessarily non-linear and are 

the basis for the bi-stability that structures the activation 

dynamics. Because cortical neurons never project both 

excitatorily and inhibitorily onto targets, the inhibitory 

lateral interaction must be mediated through an ensemble of 

interneurons. A generic formulation (Amari & Arbib, 1977) 

is to introduce a second, inhibitory activation field, v(><t), 

which receives input from the excitatory activation field, 

,(><t), and in turn inhibits that field: 

!, d,(><t)?dt = p,(><t) + h, + S(><t) + ! d>A5(>p

>A)!(,(>A<t)) pc ! d>A5i(>p>A)!(v(>A<t)) 

!v dv(><t)?dt = pv(><t) + hv + ! d>A5(>p>A)!(,(>A<t)) 

Stabilizing the contents of working memory via 

spatial categories. The set of equations above describes a 

neurally-plausible bi-stable network for SWM. Although 

sustained activation peaks in this network are stably in the 

“on” state, they are inherently unstable with respect to the 

metric information they represent. One manifestation of this 

metric instability is the “drift” of sustained peaks under the 

influence of noisy inputs that are common in the nervous 

system (Compte et al., 2000). Peak drift can also be induced 

by small, localized input gradients into the excitatory layer 

of the field which attract sustained peaks if they are 

positioned sufficiently close to the gradient (Amari & Arbib, 

1977). Conversely, small localized inputs into the inhibitory 

layer cause peaks to drift away from the input gradient.  

How might such gradients arise? A specific mechanism 

is through long-term memory traces of activation patterns. 

Whenever and wherever above threshold activation is 

present in WM, traces of activation can be slowly built up. 

This can be modeled through a simple linear activation 

dynamics of an additional set of fields—the LTM fields—

which receive inputs from the corresponding layers of WM. 

Conversely, LTM traces feed back as excitatory inputs into 

the corresponding layers of WM: 

!traced,trace?dt = p,trace + !(,); 

!tracedvtrace?dt = pvtrace + !(v); 

!,d,?dt = s + c,<trace,trace + noise 

!vd,?dt = s + cv<tracevtrace + noise 

A LTM trace of the excitatory layer will generate a 

small source of input that stabilizes WM peaks near the 

locations at which peaks have been activated earlier. Such 

excitatory memory traces form the neural substrate of 

spatial categories. Conversely, LTM traces of the inhibitory 

layer will generate a source of input that repels memory 

items from field sites that have been activated earlier. Such 

traces provide long-term discriminative information, 

amplifying activation differences based on past experiences. 

If excitatory memory traces are the substrate from which 

spatial categories are built, then inhibitory memory traces 

maximize the differences between categories.  

Spdating and re-establishing reference frames. To 

this point, we have described a neural mechanism for SWM 

and spatial categories but have remained vague on the 
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    Figure 1. The DNFT.           Figure 2. Simulations of data from Spencer & Hund (2003) 
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repulsion from mid-line



DFT account of 
repulsion: 
inhibitory 
interaction with 
peak representing 
landmark
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Simmering,�Schutte,�&�Spencer�(2007)�Brain�Research[Simmering, Schutte, Spencer: Brain Research, 2007]



Working memory as sustained peaks

implies metric drift of WM, which is a marginally stable 
state (one direction in which it is not asymptotically 
stable) 

=> empirically real.. 



inhomogeneities from 
simplest from the memory 
trace 

~ habit formation (?) William 
James: habit formation as the 
simplest form of learning 

habituation: the memory 
trace for inhibition.. 

the memory trace



mathematics of the memory trace

⇥mem u̇mem(x, t) = �umem(x, t) +

�
dx� wmem(x � x�)�(u(x�, t))

⇥ u̇(x, t) = �u(x, t) + h + S(x, t) + umem(x, t)

+

�
dx� w(x � x�) �(u(x�))

1

⇥mem u̇mem(x, t) = �umem(x, t)

+

�
dx� wmem(x � x�)�(u(x�, t))

⇥ u̇(x, t) = �u(x, t) + h + S(x, t) + umem(x, t)

+

�
dx� w(x � x�) �(u(x�))

1

memory trace only evolves while activation is excited

potentially different growth and decay rates 



memory trace reflects history of 
decisions formation
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Piaget’s A not B paradigm: “out-of-sight 
-- out of mind” 

A trial

delay

A B

A B

A B

A B

B trial

delay

A not B error



Toyless variant of A not B task

toy to be hidden [24]. Directing attention to an in-view
object (A) heightens activation at the location and, in the
experiment, infants reach to that continually in-view
object. Subsequently, when the experimenter directs
attention to a different nearby in-view object (B), infants
watch, but then reach back to the original object (A).

Experimenters have also made the error vanish by
making the reaches on the B trials different in some way
from the A trial reaches. In the model, these differences
decrease the influence of the A trial memories on the
activations in the field. One experiment achieved this by

shifting the posture of the infant [24]. An infant who sat
during the A trials would then be stood up, as shown in
Fig. 3 , to watch the hiding event at B, during the delay and
during the search. This posture shift causes even 8- and
10-month-old infants to search correctly, just like
12-month-olds. In another experiment, we changed the
similarity of reaches on A and B trials by putting on and
taking off wrist weights [25]. Infants who reached with
‘heavy’ arms onA trials but ‘light’ ones on B trials (and vice
versa) did not make the error, again performing as if they
were 2– 3 months older. These results suggest that the
relevant memories are in the language of the body and
close to the sensory surface. In addition, they underscore
the highly decentralized nature of error: the relevant
causes include the covers on the table, the hiding event,
the delay, the past activity of the infant and the feel of the
body of the infant.

This multicausality demands a rethinking of what is
meant by knowledge and development. Do 10-month-
old infants know something different when they make
the error compared with when they do not? The answer
is ‘yes’ if we conceptualize knowledge and knowing as
emergent, that is, made at a precise moment from
multiple components in relation to the task and to the
immediately preceding activity of the system. What do
12-month-olds know that 10-month-olds do not? There
can be no single cause, no single mechanism and no
one knowledge structure that distinguishes 10-month-
olds from 12-month-olds because there are many
causes that make the error appear and disappear.
Instead, both 10-and 12-month-olds can be regarded as
complex systems that self-organize in the task. How-
ever, just as trial dynamics are nested in task
dynamics, so are task dynamics nested in develop-
mental dynamics.

Developmental dynamics
The A-not-B error has been important to developmental
theory because it is tightly linked to a few months in
infancy. However, the neural field model suggests that the
dynamics that create the error in infants are basic
processes involved in goal-directed actions at all ages.
Indeed, by changing the task, researchers can make
perseverative errors come and go in older children and
adults, just as in infants. Recently, Spencer and colleagues

Fig. 2 . (a) The time evolution of activation in the planning field on the first A trial.
The activation rises as the object is hidden and, owing to self-organizing properties
in the field, is sustained during the delay. (b) The time evolution of activation in
the planning field on the first B trial. There is heightened activation at A before the
hiding event, owing to memory for prior reaches. As the object is hidden at B, acti-
vation rises at B, but as this transient event ends, owing to the memory properties
of the field, activation at A declines and that at B rises.
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Fig. 3 . An infant sitting for an A trial (left) and standing for a B trial (right). This
change in posture causes younger infants to search as 12-month-old infants do
(see text for details).
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[Smith, Thelen et al.: Psychological Review (1999)]



Toyless variant of A not B task 
reveals that A not B is essentially a 

decision task!
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[Smith, Thelen et al.: Psychological Review (1999)]
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[Dineva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]
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Instabilities
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DFT of infant perseverative reaching

[Dinveva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]



DFT of infant perseverative reaching

[Dinveva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]
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DFT of infant perseverative reaching

[Dinveva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]
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in spotaneous errors, 
activation arises at B 
on an A trial

which leads to 
correct reaching on 
B trial

spontaneous
error correct on B!

DFT of infant perseverative reaching

[Dinveva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]



that is because 
reaches to B on A 
trials leave memory 
trace at B

spontaneous
error correct on B!

DFT of infant perseverative reaching

[Dinveva, Schöner, Dev. Science 2007]



DFT is a neural process model

that makes the decisions in each individual trial, by amplifying 
small differences into a macroscopic stable state

and that’s how decisions leave traces, have consequences



Decisions have consequences
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Figure 7. Estimates from experiment (solid lines) and DFT simulations (broken lines) of the rate of spon-
taneous errors across A-trials (black lines). The grey lines show the conditional probability that a reach
again goes to B on a given A-trial given that the first spontaneous reach to B has just occurred on the
previous trial.
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Figure 8. Estimates from infant experiments (solid line) and DFT simulations (broken line) for the
probability to make exactly n spontaneous errors as a function of n.

According to this hypothesis, the overall rate of spontaneous errors reflects the distribu-
tion of the side bias across babies and is, therefore, constant across A trials. This hypothesis
predicts that the conditional probability of repeating a spontaneous error after a previous
error should be high (close to one in the limit case of completely deterministic decisions).
In fact, this limit case predicts that babies with a bias to B should repeat spontaneous errors
across the entire A-trials phase of the paradigm.

This prediction is tested in Figure 8 showing the probability that an infant/simulation
makes exactly n spontaneous errors as a function of n (Equation (3)). The deterministic
account predicts that this probability should have a U-shape: Some infants should system-
atically make no spontaneous errors, while the biased babies should make a large number
of spontaneous errors. Intermediate numbers of spontaneous errors should not be fre-
quent, as these reflect stochastic decision making. The data clearly refute this hypothesis.
The monotonic decrease of the probability of n spontaneous errors with the number n is
consistent with a stochastic contribution to sensorimotor decision making.

[Dineva, Schöner: Connection Science 2018]

a spontaneous error doubles probability to make the 
spontaneous error again



Conclusions

action, perception, and embodied cognition 
takes place in continuous spaces. peaks = units 
of representation are attractors of the neural 
dynamics

neural fields link neural representations to 
these continua 

stable activation peaks are the units of neural 
representation

peaks arise and disappear through instabilities 
through which elementary cognitive functions 
(e.g. detection, selection, memory) emerge



The conceptual framework of DFT
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